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Oppressed men and women of the world, unite!

It is not important where we are from, this is important that 
all of us belong to the one class, and it is working class. the 
working class that makes all the things but have nothings.      
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. . . Thousands in England, 
hundred thousands in Spain 
and Rome, thousands in 
America, we in Afghanistan 
and the others in Iraq, Tunisia, 
Egypt, Lybia, Greece, Syria, 
Palestine, . . . are the same.

3. To the youth against the Fascism 
and Capitalism

2. Special Message

       To the oppressed women                   
in the Middle East and North Africa

enemies domination will be set on you under the imperialist 
bourgeois democracy, the thing that we have in our country 
nowadays.                       Page 3

. . . Establish your revolutionary organizations as soon 
as possible, and participate into them in millions.
Otherwise, the helm of 
the situations fall into 
the hand of villains, 
those who their reins 
are controlled from the 
sources and resources 
of imperialist forces 
and once again your
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Bravo, Bravo to you. It is exactly true, the Capitalism is 
crashed. we need a new system. the current system creats 
many many problems and difficulties for the 99% and 
bring everything for the 1%.

Capitalism damages the workers, Capitalism damages the 
farmers, Capitalism damages all the employees. it dam-
ages children, it damages women and all the olds and the 
youngs who are from 99% not from 1%.

The current system is not our system, we the members of 
the working class are going to break this unjust and unfair 
system. The current system is their system, they the mem-
bers of the ruling class are trying to keep this tyrannous 
system. Becuase this system bring them the wealth and 
the income from our houses, from our pockets, from our 
energies and even from our red blood.
But, we crush the system more and more and sweep all its 
supporters by force. Our arms are strong enough to break 
the capitalism and build a new system. Because we gath-
ered all with each others and going to organize ourselves 
much more for the next time which is not certainly far.

The bank lords, the land lords, the war lords and the other 
lords are going to be sweept from the earth by the masses 
revolution under the leadership of revolutionary parties 
and organizations against capitalism and its high phase 
imperialism.

The youngs in England and the youngs in Italy have done 
the appropriate confrontation with capitalism and Fascism.

Changing the system is not doable by doing demonstration 
in peace. Changing the system from the old one to the new 
one is doable only by force.
Then, the youngs in England and the youngs in Italy 
have done the right actions. The others must see them as 
examples of the bravely class struggles and learn alot.

It is very simple, to install a new system, first we must 
format the old system completely and after install the new 
one.

What is the new system?
To answer this question it is necessary to describe the old 
system first, then the new system is the opposite side of 
that.
The current system is old and crashed one, because it 
keeps 99% of the population under the exploitation and 
oppression of 1%  who are in power.

The current system create crisis and war in the world that 
destroy the life of millions.

The current system destroy the environment by damaging 
the green nature and making pollution with military and 
hazardous atomic activities.

Now, the system that throw out the exploitation and op-
pression from the life, and profit all equally in a just and 
fair condition is a new system. Come together to Install it 
by force!

The system without creating crisis and making war is a 
new system. Come together to Install it by force!

The system that improve the environment condition by 
stopping destroying the forests, stopping pollution, stop-
ping military and hazardous atomic activities is a new sys-
tem. Come together to Install it by force!

Movement of Afghanistan Oppressed Women - MAOW
30 october 2011

Capitalism is crashed

Neo-system
the masses want
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Oppressed women of the Middle East and North Africa! 
Make closer your ranks and continue your battles against 
the Imperialist and feudalist oppression till the complete 
falling and destruction of the system.

Oppressed women of the Middle East and North Africa! 
Never get tired in continue your freedom way and do 
not be deceived by your enemies. Oppressed women of 
Afghanistan and other parts of the world are supporting you.
Parties, organizations and revolutionary establishments of 
the whole worlds support your rightful struggles. These 
parties and revolutionary establishments are your forever 
friends and assistants in the freedom way to release all 
peoples of the world from the existing foul and infelicitious 
of the imperialism and feudalism.

Oppressed women of the Middle East and North Africa! 
Establish your revolutionary organizations as soon as 
possible, and participate into them in millions. Otherwise, 
the helm of the situations fall into the hand of villains, 
those who their reins are controlled from the sources 
and resources of imperialist forces and once again 
your enemies domination will be set on you under the 
imperialist bourgeois democracy, the thing that we have 
in our country nowadays.
Our country Afghanistan is a territory that in this way has 
become a place for invasion of imperialist and reactionary 
and black forces. The existent imperialist and mafia forces 
in the country made noisy propaganda with showing the 
participation of some of the bourgeois and reactionist 
women - women with full of anti-people ideas - in the 
parts of existent mercenary and anti-people state, based on 
that, they prepared the women freedom.

These anti-people forces are increasing their illegitimate 
profit and capital speedily with the cost of destroying our 
country peoples. Imperialists and dominant reactionaries 
have made almost our people lifeless with assistance of these 
mercenary women.

Based on the proletariat historical experiences, in any 
place that imperialism foot is free there, the peoples and 
specially the women will never have a good time which 
this is nothing but even they will have the worst situation.

Afghanistan and Iraq can be two examples from imperialist 
forces invasion that are under the imperialist bourgeois 
democracy and imperialist bourgeois human rights and 
imperialist bourgeois women supporting.
Now the same tragedy is going to be done on the Lybia 
peoples. Tunisia peoples, Egypt and other parts of the 
worlds that are under the same conditions must act very 
consciously, and except the peoples establishments which 
are rised from their between do not trust to any institution  
and establishment which are formed by or with assistance 
of the European and American imperialists and see them 
as the power levers of the world aggressors.

Oppressed women of the Middle East and North Africa! 
Keep away yourself from the imperialist women rights 
organizations. This organizations are the propagandists 
and propagator of imperialist bourgeois democracy that 
comes to the lists for stopping you women.
Imperialist bourgeois democracy, the thing that we have it 
in our country today. And peoples of our country specially 
the oppressed women said NO to that with not going to the 
elections sites broadly.

Oppressed women and men of Afghanistan are abhorrenced 
of bourgeois democracy extremely. Here, our country 
peoples both women and men know parliament well. 
Herein oppressed women and men have a clear knowledge 
from the three strengths of the state. legislature, executive 
and judicature of the dominant system.
Herein our peoples are under the most violent and barbaric 
attacks of imperialists and their full armed mercenary 
reactionaries.

Special message
From Movement of Afghanistan Oppressed Women (MAOW)
To the oppressed women in the Middle East and North Africa
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See the barbaric bombardments of this criminals that how 
savagely inter our peoples under their houses collapse. 
Look to the other criminals armed forces that how they 
have prepared themselves to murder and plunder of 
our peoples. we recommend you to follow our country 
news certainly from diferent sources and specially via 
revolutionary parties, organizations and estabishments. 
You can learn a lot from our situation.

These forces who are governing on us by weapon today 
whether governmental one or non-governmental one, they 
are present in your countries too. These forces we say 
means the forces who are feeded by imperialist sources 
and they have mafia structures. Now these forces can 
have religious nature or non-religious nature, there is 
no difference. This is important that all these are at the 
service of the world imperialism as peoples enemies and 
are getting the advantage of governing and being in power 
from plunderer imperialists by killing peoples.

Now our peoples in spite of existence this much of 
bloodthirsty forces who have gathered form all around 
the world for putting them under the yoke, still countinu 
their struggles variously as their ablities let them against 
this oppressors of the times with love to their freedom and 
liberty.
They strike, they protest, they do not participate in the 
dramatic voting. They emigrate with all difficulties, and 
with their other and other behaviors they show their 
abhorrence and hatred from the mercenaries and their 
lords of the manors.

Peoples of our country Afghanistan tolerate any difficulty 
and pressure but they never and never accept bourgeois 
democracy of the imperialists and their mercenaries.

You also the oppressed women of the Middle East and 
North Africa, who have rised now to smash the power of 
dominant dictators on yourselves and even you have partly 
become succeed, Know that, if you do not continue your 
uprising and if you do not change it to an anti imperialism and 
anti reactionary revolution and if you do not resist towards 
changing the system from imperialist bourgeois democracy 
to the peoples and neo- democracy or be deceived of the 
imperialists mercenaries, once again you will be seized 
with the tooth and nail of plunderer imperialists and their 
mercenaries like us. And that, in a situation much worse 
from the conditions you had in the past. We, the oppressed 
peoples of Afghanistan specially the oppressed women of 
Afghanistan have felt this with our flesh and blood. And 
everyday, we suffer its pain extremely to the our bone.
The women in our country Afghanistan are so oppressed 
that even these dependent on imperialism media also are 
obliged to declare it in many cases.
Imperialists bourgeois human rights organizations and 
imperialists bourgeois women rights organizations and other 
sources and imperialists media although disregard thousand 
cases of oppression and refrain from telling them, but due 
to the oppression extent and severity in the country they 
are not still able to keep themselves silent about matter of 
oppression on the women and children.These organizations 
and media report oppression cases in occasions they are 
forced. and on their so-called they are informing public, but 
in this - their public informing - they discuse the case in the 
way that imperialists foot be free of the matter.
Whereas the main factor of oppression on our oppressed 
peoples specially women and children are the imperialists 
aggression and its puppet state and its mercenary 
reactionaries in fact.

So the Movement of Afghanistan Oppressed Women - 
MAOW besides having veneration on the struggles of the 
oppressed women in the Middle East and North Africa, 
emphasis the need of struggles against the imperialists 
and existent reactionary forces more than the past. You 
the Middle East and North Africa oppressed women 
should beefing up your ranks and come together with your 
oppressed but revolutionary and combatant men and make 
yourslves more prepared than beforer by establishment 
revolutionary organizations to frustrate the imperialists and 
their mercenaries plots and plans.

With hope for more success and unity of the oppressed 
women and men of the whole world towards falling 
down of the system.
Movement of Afghanistan Oppressed Women - MAOW



To the youth against the Fascism and Capitalism

Masses of the world Started 
the Class War

and burning up Imperialism
Nowadays,

No place is safe
Neither here nor there!

Afghanistan, Iraq, Middle East, North Africa and now 
America and Europe, anti-imperialism and anti-capitalism 
struggles of the peoples is going to increase much more 
than the past. Now, a new page of struggle is opened in the 
confrontation with the imperialists and reactionary regimes. 
And it is coming of  you youth to the battle, you the youth 
with no jobs and no future. The riots in England, in Rome 
and other places against the Fascism and Capitalism are the 
same, and it is a refusal by hundreds thousands of the poor 
to accept a world where they are drowned in the destitution, 
under the aggression and oppression. Thousands in England, 
hundred thousands in Spain and Rome, thousands in 
America, we in Afghanistan and the others in Iraq, Tunisia, 
Egypt, Lybia, Greece, Syria, Palestine, . . . are the same.
It is not important where we are from, this is important that 
all of us belong to the one class, and it is working class. the 
working class that makes all the things but have nothings.
Do you know why?
The answer is easy. because the ruling class have seized 
everything from the working class by seizure the political 
power and creating all the rules and other codification on 
it’s class gain. It is a universal battle, because the ruling 
class and the working class are both universal classes. 
Two universal classes that always are in the battle with 
each other. And this battle is not just from today. It is com-
ing from the day which class systems formed. and there-
fore our struggles is a historical battle.
Lets have a short look on the history of our class struggles. 
Historical researches shows us three class systems:
Slavery, Feudalism and Capitalism.

Slavery
Slavery system was the first class system. In the slavery 
system the ruling class was formed by the slaveholders 
and the working class was included of all the slaves.
In the slavery system, slaves were working and making 
everything but they had nothing just a portion of food only

for being alive to do the next day work for the slaveholder.
In the slavery system, slaves were under the hardest 
exploitation of the slaveholders. slaveholders had the right 
to whip the slaves, slaveholders had the right to kill the 
slaves, slaveholders had the right to sell the slaves and etc.
But slaves had no rights just one and it was the right to 
accept all the rights for their lords, slaveholers.
Long after, the slaves grew and grew quantitative and 
qualitative. So they started to break that only right they had, 
and rioted against the slaveholers and whole the slavery 
system, as you are doing todays against the capitalism, 
this modern slavery system.

Finally, Slavery system fell down by the organized strug-
gles and hard battles of the Slaves.

Feudalism
Feudalism is the second class system. In the feudalism the 
ruling class is formed from the feudals, and the working 
class including of all the peasants and artisans. Feudals 
were owners of the lands and peasants were the persons 
who just worked on the lands.
Therefore in the feudalism the ruling class formed from the 
feudals and the working class formed from the peasants.

45
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All the products (crops, handicrafts and etc.) in the feudal-
ism system were produced by the working class, peasants 
and artisans. They were working nights and days all the 
years and they were making everything, but at the end they 
had nothing for themslves. Because feudals with political 
power and with mercenary armies they had, made all the 
laws and other codifications for their class gains, not for 
the working class gains. Therefore, in this way they put 
the working class under the hard exploitation.
But gradually, the peasants and artisans as they grew 
quantitative and qualititative found themslves unable to 
tolerate the hard exploitation of the ruling class and there-
fore they started to disobey and breaking the rules of the 
feudals. they rioted many times. Each time they rioted
they got experiances and day by day they got more experi-
ances till they became experianced to struggle and battle 
with the feudals and whole ruling class. they established 
their revolutionary organizations and countinued their 
battles in an organized way. Finally, after many small and 
big hotwars the working class succeed to defeat the ruling 
class and it was the time that feudalism fell down. Still in 
some places of the world feudalism relations are ruling on 
the masses, and the revolutionists are fighting with.

Capitalism
Capitalism is the third class system. In the capitalism the 
ruling class is formed from the capitalists, and the work-
ing class is formed from all the workers, labourers, farm-
ers, employees and all other working men and women. 
Capitalists are owner of the banks, lands, hotels, industrial 
companies, media, commercial companies, and all the po-
sitions in the high ranks of the states and government of 
the countries. All those who are increasing their capitals 
or getting profit by putting peoples of the world under the 
oppression and exploitation are members of the ruling 
class, no difference where they are from.
Working men and women are the persons who are just the 
owner of their energy and they are selling their energy by 
working in the unjust and unfair conditions.
Therefore in the capitalism system, the ruling class is 
owned by the capitalists, and the working class is owned 
by the working men and women.
All the products and services in the capitalism system are 
produced by the working class, working men and women.
They are working hard and they are making everything, 
but at the end they have nothing for their own.
Because capitalists with holding the political power and 
with having the mercenary armies, made all the laws and 
other codifications for their own class gains, not for the 
working class gains. Therefore, in this way they put the 

working class under the hard exploitation and oppression.
In the capitalism system, imperialism is the highest phase 
of that. Imperialist capitalism is the most aggressive, the 
most bloodthirsty and the most plunderous and destruc-
tive systems.
Now, all of us 99% of the peoples of the world are under 
the ruling of the imperialists and their puppet reactionary 
regims. 

They are fighting and attacking on us to divide the world 
between themselves again and again.
They are using a lot of weapons and chemicals to kill the 
people everyday in Afghanistan, Iraq, Lybia and etc.
Imperialism is wasting manpower and money alot, and 
putting peoples under the worst economical conditions by 
making war around the world.

What goings on?
The answer is easy, the struggles are going on, the 
class struggles. Because it is the time that members of 
the working class “masses of the world” have grown 
quantitative and qualititative and now they knows the 
facts more than ever and are aware that what is going up 
and what imperialists are doing.

Therefore they are going to break everythings which brake 
their growth.

On the other hand, the Capitalism also is not able to keep 
the masses of the world under the exploitation, aggression 
and oppression easily anymore. So, it is going to be smashed 
by the masses uprising more and more nowadays.
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What is our responsibility?
As we Reviewed class systems historically we found it 
unjust and unfair deeply. Therefore the responsibility 
which comes to us, it is, coming together and establishing 
revolutionary group even small one to learn the revolution 
science and use it to organize the people who we are 
living among them for uprising against the ruling class 
and call all with each other as 99% of the people of the 
world to the ruling class strongly, that we, the masses of 
the world don’t want them on the power anymore. We 
hate their rules. We are going to create our new world. A 
world without exploitation, aggression and oppression. A 
world for all, not for white house and white hall and their 
relatives. It is our responsibility.

The Last word!
Todays, the world is in the chains of imperialism. All the 
masses, all the sources and all the places of the world 
are under the invasion of imperialism. Imperialism is 
the enemy of the masses. Imperialism kills many of the 
peoples everyday. So, peoples of the world suffer too 
much now from current class system Capitalism and 
Imperialism. There is just one solution way to get free from 
these much of pains and it is doable only by breaking the 
chains of Capitalism and Imperialism to release the globe.

People of afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Tunisia, Egypt, Lybia, 
Greece, Syria, Palestine, England, . . . as masses of the 
world burning up Imperialism towards having a new 
world, a world without imperialists and capitalists and 
without unjust and unfair condition for living.

Therefore, you youth in Spain, in England, in Rome and 
other places of the world against the Fascism and Capitalism 
Strengthen the existent revolutionary movements (Parties, 
organizations and groups) and organize yourselves more 
and more to have more power. So, the future is in your hand.

Victory to the struggles of the masses of the world 
against the Capitalism

Dead to the Imperialism

Long Live the General Strike and Protest Movement 
of the People against the Capitalists!

Victory to the democratic, anti-imperialism and anti-
reactionary struggle of the Oppressed Women of 
Afghanistan

Movement of Afghanistan Oppressed Women - MAOW
27 October 2011

(Links) پيوندها

World People’s Resistance Movement (Britain)

Web add: www.wprmbritain.org

E-mail:    wprm_britain@yahoo.co.uk

baaba

Web add: www.baaba.eu

E-mail:     info@baaba.eu

8mars (Iran – Afghanistan) Organization

Web add: www.8mars.com

E-mail:     zan_dem_iran@hotmail.com

Faryadpage
Web add: www.faryadpage.blogfa.com

E-mail:     faryadpage@gmail.com

Faryad at Ketab farsi
http:/ /www.ketabfarsi .org//ketabkhaneh/

nashriat/nash0205/nash0205.html

Faryad at Risha ha
www.nadersani.net/Farsi-Various.html
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The uprising which began on the 6th August represents 
the rage of the poor against decades of police violence/
racism, unemployment, and poverty.

Tottenham has a long history of police killings (Mrs. Aseta 
Simms, Colin Roach, Mrs. Cynthia Jarrett, Joy Gardener) 
and struggle against police violence.

On Thursday August 4th, Mark Duggan, a 29 year old 
father of three was shot by the police. Normally when 
someone has been killed, the police inform the family 
first, before the name is made public. This did not happen 
in this case. On Saturday 6th August the family of Mark 
Duggan and 300 community members organized a one 
hour vigil outside the Police station asking for answers 
to their questions re his death. The vigil started at 
5pm. At 9pm the people decided to end the vigil as no 
police officer was willing to speak to the family. While 
the crowd dispersed, the police attacked a 16 year old 
girl, smashed her with riot shields and batons. It was in 
response to this brutal and savage attack on this young 
girl, that the young men started to stone police cars and 
then to torch them.

We now know that Mark’s killing was part of a planned 
operation “Operation Trident” which is directed at “gun 
crime” in the Black community, and was carried out by 
CO19, a specialist firearms unit.

So far we have had different stories from the police 
about the shooting. The IPCC, the Independent Police 
Complaints Commission, ( known in the Black community 
as the `Independent Police Cover up Commission’) which 
is NOT Independent, now claims that “we may have 
inadvertently given misleading information to journalists” 
One story they gave was that there was an “exchange of 
fire” They have now admitted that this was not true. The 
police have no historical record of providing reliable 
information.

Lies change but the truth remains consistent.

For well over forty years now, the number of deaths in

police custody has averaged one a week. Yet no police 
officer has been found guilty of murder or has even been 
charged.

Although the spark for the uprising on the 6th was the 
murder of Mark Duggan, and the police assault on the 16 
year old girl, it is the government’s social and economic 
policies that led to this explosion of violence. It has been 
brewing for some time. The regime now seeks to shift the 
blame elsewhere.

Totttenham has the highest level of unemployment in 
London. Half the borough’s children live in poverty. 
Youth project funding has been slashed by 75% this year, 
eight of the borough’s 13 youth clubs have shut.

There were uprisings here, (as well as in other communities) 
in 1981 and in 1985. Many people who work, receive such 
miserly wages that they still have to claim benefits from 
the State in order to pay their rents. So we as taxpayers are 
actually subsidizing these criminal employers.

The young people who took to the streets, have grown 
up in a society where corruption is rampant and where 
criminality gets rewarded. They have seen bankers 
blatantly stealing the nation’s wealth, billions of pounds 
have been looted from public funds yet they continue to 
pay themselves hefty bonuses despite the “debt crisis” and 
they get away with it. These young people have seen MPs 
steal our money through fraudulent “expenses” claims and 
luxury lifestyles. Hospitals and other necessary services 
are starved of funding, and people die, this is also violence 
for which the regime is responsible.

No body is prosecuting the bankers for robbing us, or the 
politicians, Press and Police for corruption.

How can stealing a pair of trainers equate with the billions 
of pounds stolen by the bankers and politicians, (against 
whom no charges have been brought) yet these youngsters 
are being carted off to prison with sentences being meted 
out that do not reflect the crimes.

Uprising in England – Politicians want peace   
without justice

Taken from Democracy and Class Struggle, by Emma Lewis.

By World People’s Resistance Movement (Britain)
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Decades of unemployment, poverty and ̀ Stop and Search” 
(of Black men) has caused these desperately oppressed 
and brave young people to unite against the criminals in 
the regime in Whitehall.

The scandals in the Murdock Press empire highlighted the

corruption of the police, this was not news to the Black 
community which has borne the brunt of police violence/
corruption over the years. The newspapers, controlled by 
the ruling class, were more than willing to slander the 
poor with demeaning epithets trying to make injustice 
acceptable and perpetuating racist stereotypes.

The “flog `em and hang `em” brigade is calling for 
more repression, because the actions of the young have 
undermined the fundamentals of capitalist society by 
challenging private property- goods and properties 
were targeted, not people. Much has been made of the 
looting, but capitalist culture radiates consumerism. 
Capitalist society flaunts luxury products and luxury 
lifestyles before these young people, who have no hope 
of ever attaining these things and this contributes to their 
alienation. The constant message is you are what you 
wear, what you drive etc.

Cameron has now appointed someone from the Fourth 
Reich to lead the Police service, so things can only get 
worse.

The only two Black MPs in the regime, (for Haringey 
and Hackney) have been baying for blood just like the 
fascists. They have been calling for more repression and 
a curtailment of the civil and human rights of the very 
people to whom they owe their cushy positions. These 
MPs are immoral, unscrupulous, despicable and without 
principles.

The rulers of the society are a bunch of criminals, it is 
criminal to steal from the public purse and to send armies 
to other countries to murder and to steal resources. It is 
criminal to bomb innocent women and children in the 
name of democracy.

We’ve had uprisings before. The lesson people need to 
learn is that the source of their misery is the capitalist 
system of production. The only way to break this vicious 
cycle is to organize to end capitalism. We don’t have to 
accept austerity.

World People’s Resistance Movement (Britain)
Web add: www.wprmbritain.org
E-mail:    wprm_britain@yahoo.co.uk

England Riots Maps



Angina Pectoris
    Nazim Hikmet

If half my heart is here, doctor,

the other half is in China

with the army flowing

toward the Yellow River.

everyday

doctor! at every dawn

my heart being shot in Greece.

And every night

when prisoners are asleep

my heart rests at a dilapidated house in Istanbul

and after ten years

whatever I can offer to people

is this red apple

and this is, doctor

this is the reason of my angina pectoris

not nicotine, not prison, not arteriosclerosis

I pull over the night from bar backside

under the heaviness of my chest

my heart still, beats with the furthest stars.

Translated by: Faryad on 04.11.2011


